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INTRODUCTION

The concerns of the theatre student are often so performance and production oriented that he may lose sight of his essential traditions or become discouraged at the prospect of researching his history and his craft. Yet scholarship is a vital part of artistic productivity. To this end, the work in hand is intended to acquaint students of theatre with preliminary sources for research in areas of the performing arts. It is limited to publications which have appeared since 1975, and for the most part lists bibliographies, dictionaries and encyclopedias, and indexes which will assist in further research.

Although excellent resources are published in foreign languages, only English-language works are recorded here. The majority of the works have been personally examined. Those which could not be seen because of various limitations of accessibility, have been indicated by an asterisk (*). In these instances, annotative comments have been paraphrased from available review material. In a few cases, no annotations occur, but the title suggested strong grounds for inclusion.

Because monographs do not fall within the intended scope of the work, they have been excluded. It is anticipated that the bibliographies listed will lead the user to the monographic material produced in recent years.

Also excluded are serial titles which began before 1975. Familiar annuals such as the Burns-Mantle Yearbook, or the American Theatre Annual (formerly New York Theatre Annual) will not be found. Similarly, there is no mention of periodical bibliographic sources like Schoolcraft's quarterly review for the Drama Book Shop, Annotated Bibliography of New Publications
in the Performing Arts. Mention of them here, however, should remind the
reader to check annual indexes and yearbooks, and other established periodi-
cal sources.

Two other pre-1975 resources are recommended. These are Oscar
Brockett's Bibliographical Guide to Research in Speech and Dramatic Art
(Chicago: Scott, Foresman 1963), and Ralph Newman Schoolcraft's Perform-
ing Arts Books in Print: an Annotated Bibliography (New York: Drama Book
Specialists, 1973). These publications give extensive coverage to earlier
imprints. This work, while not nearly as comprehensive, is modelled on
Marion K. Whalon's Performing Arts Research: a Guide to Information Sources
(Detroit: Gale, 1976), cited appropriately within.

Researchers are encouraged to approach those established journals
in the field which offer citations and reviews of new material on a con-
tinuing basis. These include annual literature reviews in Modern Drama
and Theatre Crafts; regular reviews and lists in Theatre Journal (formerly
Educational Theatre Journal) including "Books Received," "Books in Review,"
"Doctoral Dissertations in Progress," and "Scholarly Works in Progress;
"New Books" in Drama Review (formerly Tulane Drama Review); "Selected Books
Received," Theatre Notebook; and the annual bibliography appearing in the
Autumn issue of Nineteenth Century Research. Additionally, Dance Magazine
and Opera News offer regular book review sections.

The search for literature to include in this bibliography was
executed in several different ways. Proverbially, one thing led to another.
I consulted card catalogs and journal indexes, publishers' catalogs and
professional literature. I found bibliographies in books and articles, and
some series on the OCLC database.

I abandoned a search of the DIALOG database, as a manual search of
periodical indexes proved adequate, given the strict bibliographic nature
of the materials desired.

With an awareness of the elusiveness of theatrical materials, I made inquiries to selected publishers, and to curators of special collections, regarding possible works for inclusion. Where appropriate, items located through these inquiries are cited. Many which were brought to my attention did not fall within the scope of this work. Nevertheless, the personal interest expressed by those who responded has been most heartening.

Since 1975, the body of available works on the performing arts has greatly expanded. Research in the field abounds. With it comes the scholar's need for information, and its contingent frustrations in the search. I offer this bibliography as an assurance that a vast amount of new information is readily accessible. We need only the new ideas for which theatre people have long been known.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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PART I

BIBLIOGRAPHIES

In this context, a bibliography is defined as a list of books and periodicals intended to introduce a researcher to the resources in the field.

HUMANITIES AND PERFORMING ARTS


Dedicated to promoting theses for scholarly use, this resource arranges (by subject) author-title citations of theses and other research efforts in the arts and social sciences. The section on "Drama and Theater" bears attention, as may other sections on the related arts. This can be of special use to students seeking models for their own research topics. Indexed by degree-granting institution, and by author. Biannual.


Arranged by type of resource (guide, dictionary, directory) and subdivided topically by performing art or type of literature, treats extensively materials printed before 1974. Careful planning places the most general guides at the beginning, leading to more refined resources. Highly comprehensive. While the author claims that cross-references "facilitate quick comparison," this appears awkward with use. Numbering of each citation might have smoothed the way. Contains a great variety of sources. From the considered introduction, one cannot doubt the author's dedicated attention to the problems of theatre research.

LITERATURE


Annotated citations for the literary periodicals which proliferated
in the later 18th and 19th centuries in America. Useful for its

title index to Tales, Novels, and Drama. A hopelessly obscure

American play may thus be located.

Gohdes, Clarence. Bibliographical Guide to the Study of Literature of the

USA. 4th ed., revised and enlarged. Durham, NC: Duke University,

1976.

A classic "bibliography of bibliographies," this work touches on all

aspects of scholarship, neatly divided by subject. Section 23, on
drama and theatre, cites vital works in the field.


Thorough investigation into all aspects of Irish literature, including

a section on drama. General bibliography, criticism, biography, and

individual authors are also included.

THEATRE AND DRAMA

Admussen, Richard L. The Samuel Beckett Manuscripts: A Study. Boston:


Comparative notations on all of Beckett's manuscripts in various
collections including his own (cites location). Important to the

scholar studying the playwright's creative process. Critical intro-
duction.

*Arata, Esther Spring and Nicholas John Rotoli: Black American Playwrights,


*Ball, John and Richard Plant. A Bibliography of Canadian Theatre History


This bibliography provides information on books on both English and

French Canadian theatre history. It covers various festivals, the

little theatre movement, biography and criticism of actors and play-
wrights, theses, and periodicals. It also covers theatre architecture.
Illustrated.

Adds more than one thousand entries to the work cited above. Similarly divided.


A year-by-year listing, from 1741-1979, of writings by and about Garrick, annotated and cross-referenced. Includes his plays and adaptations, correspondence, pamphlets, biographical and critical material. In its chronological arrangement, it assiduously traces Garrick's life - and afterlife - in literature.


Alphabetically listing author or title main entry, this volume serves as a supplement to G.K. Hall's Catalog of the Theatre and Drama Collections of the New York Public Library, which is a total author/title main entry listing of that library's holdings.


Covers exclusively the realistic movement and realistic playwrights' works from 1870-1920. Following a section of general commentaries, the work is arranged by country (European countries only), then alphabetically by playwright. Cites pertinent books, theses and articles, and includes a selective chronological list of plays by each. Includes and index to authors cited. In-depth investigation providing otherwise obscure information on a limited subject.


Annotated coverage of contemporary (to 1900) and modern (to 1974) criticism of 19th century British drama. Excellent general bibliography section; thorough attention to individual playwrights. Sections on technical theatre, and periodicals. Corrected and updated annually in the autumn issue of Nineteenth Century Theatre Research.

*Colecchia, Francesca, ed. Garcia Lorca: a Selectively Annotated Bibliography

The first of a two-volume set, this is devoted to critical writings on Garcia Lorca, divided into general categories. The second will cover the playwright's own works.


Highly particularised bibliography of critical books and articles on Caroline drama. Divided into 1) General Sources and 2) Playwrights and Plays, and 3) Stage History. It is nonetheless carefully indexed by "persons, places, and plays," authors of secondary writings, and by subject. Thorough research for specialized scholarship.


Divided by type of work into two sections: works by, and works about, Harold Pinter. Included in the first part are plays, essays, film scripts, juvenalia, and interviews; the second part lists critical writings. Appendices are useful to the scholar in providing chronologies of writings and first performances, productions directed by, and awards received by, Pinter. Name-title-keyword index. Scholarly introduction.


Alphabetical listing of plays dealing with gay themes. Complete bibliographic information and annotations. Appendices list "lost" gay plays and gay theatre companies. Index of playwrights.


Lists Pinter's plays, a bibliography of critical response, and sources of production reviews under title of play, alphabetically by reviewer.


Bibliographical essays on English Renaissance Dramatists: Dekker, Middleton, Webster, Heywood, Munday, and Drayton; 26 anonymous plays; and 9 "other dramatists" on whom materials are less available. Cita-
tions for editions, critical monographs, and journal articles are included.


Cites 4,500 items relating to important Shakespeare studies, published from 1935 to 1975. Includes a bibliography of basic resources on Shakespeare.


Annotated with synopses, this guide is aimed at teachers of English to help acquaint students with their ethnic heritage. Divided into full-length, musical, and one-act plays, it states productional considerations and nationality or racial group highlighted.


A complete listing of books by Synge, bibliographies on Synge, and criticism of Synge, conveniently subdivided into books and periodicals, unpublished materials. Includes discography and index.


An exhaustive listing of bibliographic works on Wilde, works by Wilde, reviews of Wilde, and criticism of Wilde. Includes a discography. A good companion to Wilde studies.


Simple listing of works on British drama 1950-1976, divided into sections on bibliographies, reference works, books and periodical articles. Without further subdivisions, and without an index, the wealth of material contained is difficult to access except by perusal.


Comprehensive bibliography covering general information, history, criticism, and contemporary writings, on early British drama. Section
Section on plays and playwrights lists notable editions, secondary sources, concordances. Useful for contemporary records, and guides to antique publications. Assumes general background on the part of scholars.


A second update of the 1953 classic, this guide accesses selected plays with different user groups in mind: Librarians and researchers, play readers, play-goers, play-givers. It covers plays of all types from all periods, with synopses. It is uniquely indexed by the needs of different performing groups: high schools, all-male-and all-female-casts, minority subjects, no-scenery, award-winning plays, long-run plays.


A guide to modern critical analysis of English Renaissance Drama. Cites 68 journals as sources of criticism. Divided into types of literature: concordances, critical theory, dramatists (alphabetically), anonymous plays, masques and pageants, the guide is indexed not only by author and title but by theme, and by analytical subject index which encompasses costume, physical gesture, different symbols, sound effects, etc. The author's bias is a cross-disciplinary one between performance and literary aspects of drama.


Lists study guides, review indexes, and critical works by period covered. Also covers leading reference guides, and controlling sources. Discusses both plays and films. Author-title index.


As the title implies, this work of limited scope provides information on all aspects of drama in 19th-century Canada. It cites Canadian plays, critical literature, literature on theatres and on Canadian
tours, from 1800 to 1914. Lists general reference works on Canadian theatre as well. Includes short-title index and general index.


Comprehensive listing includes writing by and about Vidal; sections on stage plays, television plays, filmscripts, and critical dramatic commentary (by and about) are pertinent here. Biographical and literary introduction.


This citation represents annotated bibliographies appearing annually in the autumn issue of Nineteenth Century Theatre Research. Cites newly-published monographs and articles on all aspects of 19th-century theatre, and literature where applicable, in very specific name-subject divisions. Particularly good source for journal articles. Appears annually. Compiled with L.W. Conolly 1975 and 1976.


Thirteen books printed from 1972-1974 are reviewed here. Concise blurbs on then-new imprints.

FILM


One of Hall's series, "Reference Publications in Film," the work is divided into biographical background, a critical survey of oeuvre,
synopses of the artist's films, and writings about the artist. A comprehensive guide to the director's life and work.


Another in the series "Reference Publications in Film." See above.


From the series, "Reference Publications in Film." See Bisplinghoff, above, for sample annotation.


Annotated bibliography of monographic film literature, divided into sections of history, criticism, biography, screenplays, technique, and film genres. A good source for pre-1970 books. Easy to use.


Contains 5442 entries on the topic of film, divided into appropriate categories in conscientious bibliographic style. The table of contents provides easy access to a section of works. Author index and title index.


From the series, "Reference Publications in Film." For sample annotation, see Bisplinghoff, above.


From the series, "Reference Publications in Film." For sample annotation, see Bisplinghoff, above.


An exhaustive bibliographic listing of magazine articles about film studies, divided into many sections for quick reference. Among them are theory and criticism, history, biography, film art and craft. The organization of the work makes it most convenient to locate specific materials.

From the series, "Reference Publications in Film." For sample annotation, see Bisplinghoff, above.


From the series, "Reference Publications in Film." For sample annotation, see Bisplinghoff, above.


From the series, "Reference Publications in Film." For sample annotation, see Bisplinghoff, above.


From the series, "Reference Publications in Film." For sample annotation, see Bisplinghoff, above.


From the series, "Reference Publications in Film." For sample annotation, see Bisplinghoff, above.


From the series, "Reference Publications in Film." For sample annotation, see Bisplinghoff, above.


From the series, "Reference Publications in Film." For sample annotation, see Bisplinghoff, above.


From the series, "Reference Publications in Film." For sample annotation, see Bisplinghoff, above.
MUSIC THEATRE AND DANCE


Correspondence from John B. Hench, research and publications officer of the American Antiquarian Society suggests that this publication "lists some early imprints containing theatrical songs." Examination revealed that the document cites The Theatrical Songster, and Musical Companion (Boston, 1815), The Theatrical Songster, or Amusing Companion (Boston, 1797), and The Theatrical Weekly Song-Book (Philadelphia. No copy located.) Such publications evidence theatre's popularity in early American cities.


Similar to the Bibliographic Guide to Theatre Arts. (see section on Theatre and Drama). This supplement to the catalog of the New York Public Library Dance Collection at Lincoln Center lists 8, 6728 items.

TECHNICAL ASPECTS


The first book-length bibliography on scenic design since 1927, according to the author. Includes books, articles, museum catalogs, pamphlets, and unpublished dissertations, listed alphabetically within divisions of 1) General References, 2) Scenery and Stage Machinery, and 3) Stage Lighting and Projected Scenery. The primary organizational division is geographical. Indexed by subject, person (as subject), and author. Monumental in scope and scrupulously annotated, it covers works in all aspects of design published for the most part since 1900.

PART II
DICTIONARIES AND ENCYCLOPEDIAS

A dictionary or an encyclopedia is here defined as an alphabetical listing of names, titles, or terms accompanied by a brief definitional statement or introductory article.

THEATRE AND DRAMA

Cites about 500 performers, directors, producers arranged in broad categories with convenient cross-referencing. Includes an essay discussing the changes in Black roles over the past century.

Provides brief summaries of plays written from 1532 to 1977, listed chronologically, with author index handily placed at the front. In toto, the publication gives a comprehensive look at production of new plays throughout American history, presenting a helpful overview. For individual synopses, it is extremely useful.


Alphabetical list of Shawian characters, identified and described. Includes a list of 52 plays in which the characters appear.

Considered "the Bible of the English speaking stage" (editor's preface), this resource primarily records theatre activity in London and New York. Indexes playbills by title of play, and lists them under name of theatre, in New York or London, chronologically, by opening date. Covers a five
year period. Includes a bibliographical dictionary and refers the user to previous editions where an individual's earlier activity might be recorded (Index to Names in Previous Editions). Includes obituaries, titles of exceptionally long runs, dates of opening of principal theatres. Addresses of major theatres. Biographical citations include essential career and personal information.


Acknowledging widespread and growing interest, the authors have created a dictionary of terms and phrases, familiar and obscure, with definitions and references to their use. Following this section is a brief biographical essay, a fairly hefty "introductory reading list," and a welcome set of genealogy charts.


A one-volume encyclopedia of American theatre people past and present. In addition, provides an alphabetical list of New York productions by title, with dates and number of premieres in America (with an author index), "biographies" of theatre groups, a chronological list of awards and a necrology.


A dictionary of over 500 terms commonly used in dramatic criticism, theory, and history. Lengthy definitions. A good companion for the student, whose increasingly sophisticated vocabulary should come to include most of these terms.


Contains over 300 entries for contemporary dramatists writing in English. Lengthy (2-3 p.) biographical and critical commentaries include listings of publications and other dramatic activities for each entry. Extremely thorough, with a scholarly, literary bias.


Indexes names with cross references to pseudonyms. Includes definition of individual's functions, e.g. actress, director; their dates, 150
biographical sources. Approximately 50,000 names.


An A-to-Z listing of names, places, titles and terms associated with Shakespeare. Allusions within a citation which are found elsewhere in the dictionary are marked with an asterisk for cross-referencing. This is an attractively-made book, illustrated on almost every page with material from many periods. Includes a "selective finding list" for the characters in the plays, and a bibliographic essay.


A cumulative biographical dictionary of theatre people compiled from volumes 1-15 of Who's Who in the Theatre. Does not include persons still active; hence, these may be found in volume 16 of Who's Who.

**OPERA AND MUSIC THEATRE**


Brief biographical essays, alphabetically arranged, of performing musicians. Useful in this context for those names of singers performing opera.


Dictionary-format, name-title resource listing actors, composers, librettists, directors, choreographers, producers. Covers legitimate musical theatre only, and pointedly stays clear of "fringe elements" such as revues, cabaret shows, one-person shows, and the like. For titles, lists important runs of the show; for names, lists important shows the individual was involved in.


A history of the American musical, focusing on exemplary shows. Valuable for its appendices, and therefore included here. Appendices include Who's Who, calendar, song sources, plot summaries, long runs, film and discography. One of few available sources on musical comedy.

Not a complete encyclopedia, but a select and informative biographical listing. Composers (preceded by a detailed essay on "some famous operas"), singers (preceded by some comments on "legendary performances"), conductors ("legendary interpretations"), producers, librettists. A geographical listing of opera houses is included.


The author attempts to bring twentieth-century opera into greater public awareness by documenting 2,500 English-language operas written since 1900, mostly little-known. While esoteric, this nevertheless necessary study is justified in its thoughtful organization. Lists first performances, notes those with incomplete performance information, cites operas based on literary works, and those operas published. Index.


Brief dictionary entries of personalities, characters, composers, librettists, and titles of operas, operettas, and musical comedies. Includes pertinent terms, places, schools, companies, etc. Small black-and-white illustrations, some color plates. Comprehensive, concise.


2,300 biographical listings; citations on 101 opera companies in 25 countries. The introduction on the use of the publication is helpful. Cites an artist's training, his debuts, his repertoire; the world premieres of operas, and program information on companies.


Dictionary entries of name-title-place, and some terms in the opera world. Covers the period from opera's inception in 1600 to the present. Unique in giving singers' vocal ranges, expressed in notation.

Chronological arrangement of over 800 titles. Gives synopsis, production particulars. Generously illustrated. Indexed by title, and by librettist, literary source, and composer. Cites illustration sources. More decorative than most reference tools, this is an excellent source of synopses and illustrations.

DANCE


From the foreword: "Covers the whole ballet scene, past and present, personalities, works, companies, places of performance, technical terms..." also entries for dramatists who have been connected with ballet. Has a definite, and welcome, Anglo-American bias, giving (for example) all titles in English. The editor claims it is the only English ballet dictionary with bibliographical references.

FILM


Comprehensive dictionary of international film personalities, personnel, titles, and terms. Illustrated with photographs and some scientific diagrams where applicable. Includes synopses of plots, biographies. Not indexed.


Alphabetical listing of European film directors, with titles and dates of their films. No index. Includes photographs.


Sequel to the succeeding entry, a biographical dictionary of famous film players of the 1940's. Lengthy illustrated articles on 83 personalities. Historical introduction to the epoch.

Biographical essays of 70 film personalities of the 1930's. Illustrated. Lists release dates of films acted in, with the name of the film studio.


Notes, alphabetically, the lives and careers of several thousand players in brief entries. Amusingly divided into sections on "living players," "late players," and "lost players."


Organized simply in dictionary format, whether by name or subject (e.g., "Shakespeare in silent films," "Serials"). Indexed by title of film. Exhibits copious research into film's earliest years. Over 6,000 entries. Historical introduction.


Biographical dictionary (first-name-first, alphabetized by last name) of major film personalities; actors, producers, directors. Does not cover animated or underground films. Incomplete in that no indexing is available, no designation of individual's function (i.e., "actor," "director"). For each entry, sources are cited responsibly. The author, in his introduction, admits to a "mixture of prejudice and reliability." Entertaining biographical essays.
TELEVISION


Alphabetical entries of names, titles, words and acronyms in the field of television. Uniquely useful for terms, and for biographies of technical personnel in the field. Selective in celebrities’ biographies.


Lists alphabetically by title every television show that ever existed between 1947 and 1979. States genre (variety, discussion, comedy, etc.), gives a brief description of situation. Lists cast or regular personalities, length of each show, and at least one date (premiere, syndication, sometimes closing). Eminently complete.

TECHNICAL ASPECTS


An eight-volume set covering the development of British costume from Roman times to the present.


LITERATURE


Contains biographical information on approximately 14,000 authors worldwide, acquired from the authors themselves. Appendices include a list of pseudonyms, and a listing of literary agents.


Contains 10,400 entries compiled from the "Literary Yearbook" and "Author's Who's Who", by the editors of Gale Research Co. Cites mainly British authors, in alphabetical sequence. Many listings difficult to find elsewhere, including playwrights.
PART III

INDEXES

An index in this context is defined as a finding guide which cites other sources where materials listed may be found.


The objective of this new guide, according to the preface, is to access articles in magazines not cited in "existing general periodical indexes..." It includes regional and city magazines as well as national ones. Author index and subject index. A good source for critical reviews. Annual.

Arts and Humanities Citation Index. Philadelphia: Institute for Scientific Information, 1975.

Indexes journal material by author, sources cited, key artist's name or word, leading quickly to other articles on the same topic by way of bibliographic citation. An invaluable tool for in-depth searching; includes an extremely thorough guide for use. Annual; supplemented weekly by "Current Contents," it becomes an extremely up-to-date tool.


Indexes full-length, one-act, radio and television plays where they appear in collections. Cites over 12,000 collections, 3,686 different plays, worldwide. Separate sections for author, collection, and title, with cross-references for different spellings of authors' names and alternate titles of plays.


Thorough bibliography of monographs whose outstanding quality is its organization. Somewhat selective (basis for selectivity is unclear), a broad spectrum of theatre literature is covered; headings range from
general to specific: e.g., "actors" to "avant-garde," making a limited amount of material, some far from current, highly accessible. Cf. pre-1975 Chicorel indexes in the performing arts.


An index (by title) to 74 anthologies and four periodical titles (number coded) dealing with opera and music theatre. Includes composer index, and a bibliography of dictionaries with synopses.


Lists, alphabetically by playwright, sources of criticism for each play (cited under playwright's name). Includes alphabetical listings of all books and journals cited. Easy reference for useful material.


An exhaustive (11-volume) work inspired by the publication of the Shattuck promptbooks, intended to bring together all extant Shakespearean promptbooks for ready comparison. The author's introduction is essential reading not only for an understanding of the complexity of the work, but also for an insight into the dedicated scholarly method employed. Volume 1 includes an important bibliography of Shakespeare sources. Useful to the scholar interested in reconstructing historical performances, as a guide to extant sources.


Designed to accompany the Readex Corporation's American Plays, 1831-1900, this tool proves useful even as evidence of the volume of drama written in 19th century America. Interlisted by author and title. Also includes appendices for series, ethnic/racial plays, and subject. Minimally useful except in conjunction with the Readex Microprint
edition of the plays discussed.


Supersedes the Social Science and Humanities Index, which ceased publication in 1974. Indexes 260 periodicals, including 143 new titles elected for inclusion in the new publication. Used like the Reader's Guide, consulted by subject. A first-stop source for periodical articles. Quarterly; cumulated annually.


Numbered listing of plays, alphabetical, by author, with dates; title; number of acts; citation of periodical (by volume date, etc.) Cross referenced by title of play. Includes alphabetical list of periodicals cited.

**LaBeau, Dennis. Theatre, Film, and Television Biographies Master Index.** Detroit: Gale, 1975.

Indexes biographical information on over 1,000,000 alphabetical entries in the field of theatre, film, and television. Over 40 biographical sources cited, primarily devoted to performing areas. Bibliography.


A listing of archives and institutions devoted to film and filmmaking in eleven Western States, with descriptions of holdings. The author notes the fledgling state of the art where film documentation is concerned, and considers her work a small contribution to the field's broad scope. Nevertheless, within its limitations, conscientiously defined, it serves as an important descriptive directory to several collections.


This 30-volume catalog emphasizes production. The collection of ephemera such as programs, photographs, scrapbooks, and clippings, is cataloged.

A computerized index which facilitates the use of "The London Stage..." Includes 25,000 entries with 500,000 references to the plays, persons, and performances listed in the monumental 11-volume work produced between 1960 and 1970. The index itself was two years in the making; the introduction gives an account of the process. The data in the index is stored in the computer at Lawrence University, Appleton, WI, and may be accessed by scholars requiring particular information.


PART IV

CALENDARS

Calendars present a unique chronological listing of events, and are here listed separately because of their format.


A day-by-day listing of plays performed indicating benefits, and for whom, when appropriate. Indexed by actor name and by title of play. A concise research work pared down from its model, The London Stage 1660-1800 (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University 1960-1970), yet informative for the topic covered.


Based on the playbill collection of the Theatre communications Group, this volume lists alphabetically by city, at each theatre, each season, what plays were performed, with author and director. Indexed by author and title of play. Covers only professional non-profit repertory theatres.


Daily listing of plays and players on the London stage from 1890-1899, based on first-night playbills. Includes title, genre, author(s), theatre, date, length of run and number of performances, and names of actors in what parts.
PART V
DIRECTORIES

A directory is here defined as a list of people, places, or commodities, and their whereabouts. Other information material may accompany this basic content, but it is considered that the primary purpose is as defined.


Compiled in cooperation with the American Theatre Critics' Association, this volume contains biographical materials on 291 American critics with sample reviews written for publication or for radio/TV, listed alphabetically by last name. Includes a selected bibliography of books and articles on American theatre criticism 1900-1976. Includes geographical index by state, and index of publication or media station written for. Includes title index of plays critiqued. Focuses on the work of the critic. Excellent source for follow-up in periodical guides.


A subject-accessed list of publications in given fields, providing particulars of publication requirements. Secondarily helpful as a subject guide to periodicals for research purposes.


A geographic listing of schools and colleges providing performing arts curricula. States arts areas offered, performing series, workshops,
financial assistance; names contact persons. A good guide for students seeking to pursue performing-or visual-arts education.


An alphabetical listing of 130 companies in Great Britain which perform nontraditional theatre pieces. Detailed description for each company includes a philosophical statement, information on history, equipment, personnel, the kind of events done. Probably the only way for many to acquaint themselves with these alternative companies.


Alphabetical listing of young British playwrights including addresses and titles of works. Contains some notes on playwrights' societies in Great Britain and information on applying for subsidies through the Arts Council of Great Britain.


The result of two years' research, this important work lists alphabetically well-known and obscure American playwrights. Brief biographical sketches include photographs and current addresses. Focuses on titles of manuscripts and published works; cites their availability. Includes synopses of plays, with production requisites. Indexed by play title.


An investigation of Shakespeare theatres and festivals in the United States and Canada, listed alphabetically, in sections on year-round or summer-only seasons. Gives historical background and state mission of the company. Also discusses touring companies. Illustrated with production photos. Lengthy introductory material discusses and compares production aspects from the many companies' examples.


A compendium of information including lists of job opportunities, edu-
cational institutions, literature, trade names, suppliers of technical equipment. Graduate and undergraduate programs in technical theatre are listed, as are summer theatre opportunities. The literature section lists brochures and catalogs. Annual.


Provides biographical and career facts of over 850 black performers, with classified index of performance specialties.


A project of the International Theatre Institute of the United States, this book lists festivals and similar events by country, state, city, etc., with descriptions. Includes a calendar to indicate the time of year each event occurs, and an index by festival title. Cites over 850 festivals in 56 countries. Excludes opera and predominantly musical events.


An alphabetical directory of 35 NEA-supported composers and librettists. Many entries are for non-theatric pieces. Valuable, however, for those which are opera or music theatre. These are located with the index. Includes brief biographical statements and descriptions of the works. Obscurely useful; a specialized compendium.


A descriptive directory of educational and children's theatre companies in England, stating purpose, location, sample programs. Includes introductory articles on the importance of educational theatre.


An alphabetical table of contents, cross-referenced, serving more like an index, leads the user to the many sources for goods and services listed. The listings are often geographical, benefiting regional theatres. It appears to assure that almost anything needed for a
production can be obtained. Functioning as an almanac, it contains listings of new theatres, drama schools, long runs, and awards. To access availability of supplies, no publication is its rival. For the practicing professional, much additional information is found between its covers.


Gives information on festivals and fairs in the United States and Canada, in 18 categories. Accessed by event name, date, location, and genre.


Alphabetical listing of libraries and other collections, including address, descriptions of holdings, contact persons. Volume 4 of this 5-volume set covers Social Science and Humanities collections.
PART VI
GUIDES TO OPPORTUNITIES

Similar to a directory in some respects, this genre is listed separately as it provides specific information on employment, funding, and awards.


Lists opportunities for summer theatre employment in the United States and Canada. Describes each theatre, kinds of plays done; gives contact person, salaries, positions available. Annual.


The author, a game show producer, writes about the various television game shows, including rules, prizes, and a quiz for interested contestants.


The author states that this is the first book to list specifically the needs of firms that use music or are involved in the music industry. Listing is alphabetical by type of firm, prefaced by introductory material on the songwriting business.


A guide for the creative person who wishes to enter his work in competitions and festivals. Organized by medium of expression, it lists a calendar of events with details about entry. Alphabetical event/sponsor/category index.


This excerpt from the Career Handbook for Those Beginning Careers in
the Performing Arts, compiled under the auspices of the Executive Committee of the Yale Drama Alumni Association, lists various fields of work in theatre and related areas suitable to trained technicians in lighting and design. Brief descriptive passages and contact persons where appropriate.


This is a directory of information on jobs for performing artists. Lists different types of genres, including soap operas, game shows, children's theatres, ad agencies, and more.


Lists summer theatres alphabetically by name, and gives contact persons.


Alphabetical listing of thousands of awards and prizes offered for service, scholarship, and the arts. Indexed by subject. Gives terms of availability and eligibility. Many awards are in design, dance, drama, theatre, and music. The subject index should be consulted.
PART VII
COLLECTIVE BIOGRAPHY

As here defined, a collective biography is a work in which the biographies of several selected individuals are included. While not as limited as a monograph, nor as broad in scope as an encyclopedia, the works here cited are considered comprehensive enough, or unusual enough, for inclusion.


An artly collection of photographs of 19th-century theatrical greats immortalized by the sought-after New York photographer Sarony. These photographs were often used as promotional materials for touring artists. A biographical anecdote accompanies each photograph. While entertaining, the book exhibits careful scholarship, and offers authentic images of famed performers.


Included here as collective biography, this book evolved out of the author's fruitless search for a Modern Dance I text. It contains brief biographies and extensive personal statements of twenty pioneers of modern dance from Isadora Duncan to Rod Rodgers--writings, reminiscences, interviews. All are culled from primary sources.


Biographical sketches of roughly 250 television directors. Indexed by directors' names but interestingly organized into groups based on the individuals' success, fame, genre of work or level of involvement with the medium. Glib, personal writing style does not obscure good documentation of works directed. Includes useful year-by-year chronology of T.V.'s development.
PART VIII
NEW JOURNALS

The following is a listing of English-language journals in the field of the performing arts to appear since January 1975.


Volume I, Number 1 of the new quarterly (Fall 1980) will be devoted to "Theatre Collections." According to personal correspondence from Ash, guest editor for the issue is Louis A. Rachow, Librarian, The Players, New York. Anticipated in the second or third year of publication, an issue on "Ballet and the Dance."


From the publishers of Opera News, this glossy magazine is devoted exclusively to articles on dance. Exhibits slick appeal to audiences and aficionados, but actually contains meaty current literature for informed professionals. Sections on exhibitions, books; calendar.


British counterpart of International Theatrelog, (see below) describing theatre events solely in Great Britain.


Annual anthology of new plays produced during the corresponding season at Guthrie 2, the Guthrie Theater's alternative stage. Dedicated to the principle that new plays not only need hearing, but also deserve to be disseminated in print. An excellent source for new plays. Apparently one-acts, though not stated.


Calendar arrangement of plays according to date of opening, within
four sections: 1) Broadway, 2) Broadway/Continuing Plays, 3) Off and off-off-Broadway, and 4) Off and off-off Broadway/Continuing Plays. Includes listing of opening night cast, plot synopsis, excerpts from reviews, opening and closing dates, and a production photograph.

Index.


Articles, interviews, reviews, and original plays. Vital focus on the current arts scene in America.


Copublished with the Theatre Library Association, each volume of this series attempts to devote itself to a particular theme, and collects articles on research at various special libraries. Includes annotated reference lists, bibliographies, and the like, to enable scholars to pursue further research. Vol. 3 includes a cumulative index.


Beginning with no. 17, Theatre Checklist becomes independent of the splintering Theatrefacts. Separate bibliographic pamphlets, each subtitled Bibliography, Biography, Playography, covers the life and works of an individual playwright. To date, chronologically, the following playwrights have been represented: Dario Fo, Amiri Baraka, Wole Soyinka, David Edgar.
Theatrefacts, companion to Theatre Quarterly, first appeared in 1974, hence is not included in formal style. As the precursor to Theatre Checklist and International Theatrelog (see above), notice should be taken of Theatrefacts for several reasons: In addition to its news of theatre events and a section on international new books, it possessed a checklist of a featured playwright in each issue. Since its inception, the following playwrights were covered: Arthur Adamov, Tom Stoppard, Sam Sheppard, Giles Cooper, Howard Brenton, Stanislaw Witkiewicz, Thomas Bernhard, Mikhail Bulgakov, Franz Xaver Kroetz, Trevor Griffiths, David Hare.

PART IX

FILMOGRAPHIES AND DISCOGRAPHIES

Filmographies and discographies list nonprint media as bibliographies do books.


Part of a UNESCO series (many with pre-1975 imprints) on music and dance in T.V. and film performances. This filmography records videotaped and filmed music theatre and operatic events, and lists T.V.-opera separately as its own art form. Also lists taped and filmed concert events. Indexed by title, composer, conductor, performer. A good international source for filmed musicals and operas.


The author of this work advocates that students of dance should see dance, as music students are required to listen to music or literature students read books. The prefatory sections cover the mechanics of dance films in friendly, chatty commentary. The directory itself alphabetical by title, and gives synopses and particulars about obtaining films for rent or purchase. In addition, it includes excellent background which might assist in teaching or accompany a showing. Alphabetical indexes of film distributors, choreographers, dancers.


Lists Shakespearean films 1929-present, in over 100 entries. Cast, credits, and production details are discussed. Includes not only plays, but adaptations.


Alphabetic listing by title of old radio shows available on tape or
LP. Includes vital information about each show: networks, duration, personalities, but most importantly, indicates what qudial record of these programs exists.
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ABSTRACT

In an attempt to meet some of the research needs of the theatrician, this study lists 165 book and periodical resources which will aid in further pursuits. Annotations appear for those which were personally examined or for which review material was available. The bulk of the work is comprised of sections on bibliographies, dictionaries and encyclopedias, and indexes. Sections on directories, calendars, guides to opportunities, handbooks, and periodicals are also included. Every work cited was published after January 1975, and readers are encouraged to consult earlier resources to locate earlier publications.